Voice your opinion on the petition board. See "St op squawking and sign," p. 9.

MCLU appeals court decision in LCA case
By Andrea Krasker

NEWS EDITOR

he Maine Civil
Liberties
Union
(MCLU) is appealing
T
the decision by the
Maine
Supreme
Court which ruled that Colby did
not violate the ri ghts of members of
the Lambda Chi Al p ha (LCA)
fraternity in its action against them.
The focus of the appeal is the
Maine Civil Rights Act. "We believe

that the trial jud ge interpreted the
Maine Civil Rights Act incorrectl y"
in the Aug. 22decision, said Richard
L. O'Meara, one of three attorneys
representing the students. The
MCLU believes that under the Act,
Colby violated students' ri ghts to
freedom of expression and
association by disallowing fraternity
activity.
Superior Court Justice Donald
G. Alexander ruled that the Act did
not app ly to Colby as a pri vate
institution.
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"We believe that the

trial
judge
interpreted the
Maine Civil Rights
Act incorrectly"
-Richard L. Omera
attorney

the same language as the
Massachusetts Act, which does
apply to private colleges," said
O'Meara.
"I think the Maine courts will
interpret their own Act," said
President William Cotter.
Although it is too late to reverse
thestudents'suspension, theMCLU
is hoping to "clear their disci plinary
record s," said O'Meara. "There is
also the potential for monetary
action."
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the court 's previous decision will be
overturned .
"The court has twice ruled on
this and they will rule the same
way," said Cotter.
"The record is going to be filed
by the end of the month and the
whole process of briefin g will
probably take it into the spring,"
said O'Meara. "It will probably be
five or six months until the oral
argument is heard ." Q

Raising awareness WMHB; community
or college radio station?
By David Holtzman

STAFF WRITER

p) wto j,y Laura Kealh/
Anne Bowie '92 models condom eatings, to be
sulci in the Student Center tomorrow.
The jew elry will be on sale in
the
Student Center tomorrow and
By Heather Boothe
will benefi t the AIDS Task Force.
STAFF WRITER
. Every week at 7:30 a.m. on
Last Friday the Peer Health Tu esd ay m orn i ng, a dedicated
Facilitators created "condom group of students, fa cul t y, and
jew elry " by mak ing earrings and sta ff meets to work on improving
tho health of Colby students.
p ins out of condoms.
The Peer Health Facilitators,
"We need to make people sec
that condoms aren't d i r t y, gross, which acts as a liaison between
or something that have to be students and the health center, is
h idden away/' said Ann e Bo wie divided up intosix subcommittees:
'92, who suggested the idea of Th e AIDS Task For ce, Stress
condom
jewelry
to
the Reduction , Substance Abuse,
subcommittee
on
AIDS. Eating Disorders , Exercise/
"Condoms and 'safe sex should be Nutrition , and SHARE (Sexual
n par t ofcveryday life,and con d om H ealth And Reproduction
jewelry i s one way to mak e Education).
The AIDS task force is currently
condoms n less embarrassing and
awkward subject. We want people working on AIDS awareness an d
to be comfortable with condoms, prom oting safe sex through a
comfortable enoug h to even wear
Hea lth continued on p age 6
th em from their cars."

Colby's radio station WMHB is
considering writing two separate
constitutions - one for students and
one for community members - in
order to deal with the ongoing issue
of community involvement in the
station , according to Jason
Goldberger '93, assistant manager.
A club funded by Stu-A cannot
have ui'j mbers who are not Colby
students, said Tullio Nieman ,
directorof student activities. WMHB
receives $16,000 annually from
Colby and a similar amount fro m
various community sources.
Currently, 25 percent of the
station 's D.J.sare not affilia ted with
Colby, which violates WMHB' s
present constitution.
One of the constitutions would
be for the so-called Colby Radio
Club and the other for May flower
Hill Broadcasting Incorporated , the
official name of the station.
The rights of Colby students as
members of WMHB would be
included in the former, while the
corp oration 's document would
discuss c o m m u n i ty members '
participation. Both constitutions
would , however, express the
station 's vital connection to tho
community,
according
to
Goldberger.
WMHB' s leaders are working
with the Student Association to
construct a new docuirient, but it is
unclear how soon it will be enacted
or what it will consist of.
Th e st a t ion 's general manager,
Craig Damrauer '92, said he plans
to spend January structuring a
document that will please both
WMHB members and the college.
"I wan t to have everything in
sto ne on February 1," ho said.
"My point of view was that if
they wanted to have non-Colby

students working
there, may be they
should look for
alternative funding,"
said Nieman.
"We can 't live
without
Stu-A
funding, at ' least not
rig ht now ," said
Goldberger. "And
Colby need s us."
Goldberger
maintains
that ,
" C o m mu n i t y
involvement is what
keep s the station
moving . Students
Photo oylara Taup icr
Craig Damrau er '91.5
bring in new idca s,but
WMHB gener al manage r
c o m m u n i t y peop le
provide a lot . of
look for outside sources of money.
support ."
He believes the College's major He did so, he said , after Dea n of the
objection to theprescntconstitution College Earl Smith asked him to
is its failure to ensure that students have the Constitution reviewed.
Damrauer said he proposed
are maintaining control over thei r
finding funding from another onfinances.
By establishing a two-pronged campus source other than Stu-A ,
constitution , the station could but that p lan has now been ruled
separate, at least in theory, Colby out.
Goldberger hopes to sec the nonmembers from non-Colby members.
Members of the Radio Club would Colby population at the station
control funding coming from Stu- increase.
"If we get 40 percent funding
A, while the community would
remain
connected
t h r o u g h from thecommunity, why shouldn 't
community members AnnieEarhart we have a staff that 's 40 percent
community?" he asked . He added ,
an d Bruce Fowler.
Goldberger said that the one however, that the station did not
aspect of WMHB which will not want to distance itself from Stu-A
change is the station 's commitment becauseof its need forStu-A's funds.
"I don 't think they 're |Stu-A]
to serve the community.
Until this fall , the College had thinking of doing that (cutting off
paid little attention to community fun dingl , " sa id Damrauer. "I' m
involvement in theslation. Butaftcr pretty optimistic that they won 't.
non-Colby members Derrick Corson It 's not in their best interests to do
and John Manxo were forced off the so. There 's a lot of s t u d e n t
air at the end of August when a involvement in the station and it 's a
listener called the police claiming pretty popular thing."
"The bond between the College
that they were using vul gar
and
community on this issue is very
languag e, WMHB' s advisor ,
N ieman ,suggested the station either promising," said Earhart. "It should
get rid of non-Colby students or be supported and nurtured ."Q

News Briefs
Aging steam lines a
problem in dinin g halls

Repairs on a steam line in Dana last week forced the use
of plastic silverware and paper plates in the dining hall, said
Mary Attenweiler, director of dining services. There was no
steam available for the dishwasher in the kitchen for several
hours. Similar repairs have been made in the Roberts dining
halls, which have had the same problem of a lack of hot
water.
Leaks have also become a problem, chiefly because the
steam lines around campus were constructed in the 1950s
and fewhavebeen replaced. Bill Alley, supervisor of heating
at the physical p lant, said the last new p ipes were installed
in 1985 in Taylor but, the College is discussing purchasing
more new lines. These will be costly, he said.
There is tendency for steam to be less in supply now than
later in the school year, said Alley, because the p ipes are still
changing from theirsummer p hase,when they are frequently
I shut down. (D.H.H.)

Pumpkin problems

Because the Colby Christian Fellowship Club bought
their pumpkins three days too early, about 25 went bad
before the club was scheduled to sell them.
Consequently, Mark Muir '93 and Kristin Short '92 left at
traveled 40 minutes
5:30 a.m. and
more pump kins
to buy 100
from Warden
Hale, the usual
Alvion
Village
contact
in
(near China),
The drive was not
because it was "a
that
bad
really
morning," said
nice
Muir. The first
pump kins were
photo by Debbie Ives
seller in Waterville.
from
a
bought
This one was ok.
i h e club
sold all Dut zu ot tne
200 pumpkins. "We'll give them [the last 20 pumpkins]
away or make the rest into pumpkin pie," said Steve Lilley,
small group and prayer coordinator.
The Fellowship made enough money to cover costs plus
a little extra. The money raised will be used for weekly
meetings, speakers, retreats, and a non-alcoholic Student
Center party in the spring.(T.D.)

The roof stinks

Bad smells and lunches in the Robins Room are finished
for those who frequent Roberts Dining Halls.
This week, workers will finish retarring and rebricking
the roof above the Johnson Commons dining room. The roof
needed retarring because the rubber membrane beneath the
tar was deteriorating, according to Renald Simoneau,
Superintendent of Buildings Maintenance.
The missing membrane caused rain to leak in the Johnson
Commons dining room before lunch on Wednesday, Oct. 24.
"The weather simply didn't coopera te [with the work
schedule]," said Mary Attenweiler, Director of Dining
Services. To accommodate thelunch crowd, the Robins Room
in Roberts was set up to seat 100 students, and extra tables
and chairs.were brought over to the Chaplin Commons side.
Damage to the Johnson Commons room was minimal,
said Attenweiler. A few new tiles for the ceiling and some
paint will repair all of the damage to the Johnson Room. (L.P.)

Travel warning issued

The conflict in the
Persian Gulf may cause
problems for Colb y
students wanting to
travel abroad during Jan
Plan. A general travel
warning was issued by
Campus Travel for all
American students
planning to travel to
photo by Laura Keally
Europe, according to
Margrit Lichterf eld Thomas
Dean
Margrit
Lichterfeld Thomas.
Concern "has been expressed by students who want to go
to Europe, said Lichterfeld Thomas. "They were afraid
that their trips would be cancelled." (J.G.)

Flu season is here

,_ .. . ~ „
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,
Dining hall roof is retarred.

photo
byJ Ari Druker
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Beer die tables missing

Fifty beer die tables have disappeared since the beginning
of the year, most from the Student Center, said Amy Davis
'91, head resident in Averill.
She said all head residents were given messages from the
Dean of Student's Office to post in halls, notifying students
that if tables are not returned by a ceitain date, rooms may be
searched. (D.H.H.)

Oracle delayed

While the Oracle staff hoped to have the yearbook ready
by Homecoming, it will be delayed due to a missing photo.
"The book was complete except for the picture," said
Christine Bonner '91, an Oracle editor. "I don't think it will be
that much later than we estimated."
The yearbook is expected to be complete by the beginning
of December. (A.K.)

Over the last few weeks, students have been admitted
into the Health Center with cases of the flu thus marking the
beginning of the "flu season."
"[Cases of the flu at Colby] are typical when the weather
changes in spring and fall," said Dr. Alan Hume, medical
director.
Symptoms of the flu , technically referred to as
"influenza," include sneezing and a runny nose followed
by fever, fatique, a dry cough and overall aches and pains.
Flu shots were available this fall to Colby students, but
according toReaders Digest,young healthy people (like most
Colby students) don't nessessarliy need the shot.
While it "won't hurt" for healthy students to get a
vaccination, the shots are generally recommended for people
over 65, those with chronic cardiovascular or pulmonary
problems (including asthma), people with diabetes,kidney
dysfunction, problems with blood hemoglobin, or
immunosuppression.
Further prevention includes frequently washing one's
hands and avoid touching one's nose and eyes.Also,using
a tissue when coughing or sneezing prevents germs from
spreading.
Recommended treatment for the virus mentions
extended bed rest. Allow one week to fully recover from the
flu. (L.P.)

Colby saves on oil E-mail is for everyone
despite Gulf crisis
By Amy Alderson

and Alyss-aSchwenk
STAFFWRITERS
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By Andrea Krasker
NEWS EDITOR

Colby managed to save money
on oil this year by contracting in
t he spr i ng before the current
pro b l ems i n th e Pers i an Gulf
developed.
In a deal that Colby has had
with Sprague Energy Co. for the
past f ewyears,theCollegebought
19,000 barrels of oil in July at a
price of $17 a barrel. This same oil
is now worth approxim atel y $31.75
a barrel , according to Bruce
Probert , main division manager
for Spragu e Energy Co.
"We didn't know anything
about t heGulf sit uation then ,"sai d
Alan Lewi s, director of Physical
Plant. "We j ust knew tha t theprice
was good ."
Physical Plant is additionally
buying a temporary boiler, for use
in case of failures in the heating
system .
"We havc somcold equipment
and are a bit afraid wc might have
some problems,"said Lewis. "This
[the boiler] we can use as a
backup."
The oil purchased by Colby is
used mainly for heating. Hea t in

Whether sendinga message to
Lovejoy or Japart, and whether
it's fat academics or just fun ,
electron^ mail (e-mail) ii
becom ingan j ncrcasiiigjy popular
form of communicationat Colby.
Although " it has existed at
Colby for eight years, Computer
Serviceis striving la at tract more
people to ihc useful and fun
service, according to Raymond
Phillip^ director of computer
services.
"It really is- a tremendous
resource/'said Phillips."And it is.

becoming a common mode of

Boiler in F oss p tolo by Tarn Taup ier
buildings this year will be set at
"Around 67 degrees," said Lewis,
"We'll only make adjustments if it
gets cooler than 65 degrees."
To stay warm and conserve fuel
this year, Lewis recommends that
students dress warmly, insure that
storm windows are closed, valves
arc on , and "make sure t here arc no
obstructions in front of the heating
cquipmcnt."Q

communication/'
Tho system uses Colby's
VAX computers located in the

basement of Lovopy,wh icli are

available On the network in the
academic and administrative
buildings An e-mail account to
currently available for every
Colby student
E-mail, which can take the
form of a ffitj ndly note or
Important imossagb, te wwd tho
mxtrnway papormail is,though
it normally slaty s on tho
computer ween withoutboing
'„
prin ted,
Some profossors usoe*mail

so that students can
access notes for
lectures or other
information. Account
holders cart also use
the system for the
"graffiti board/' to
mes$ag0S,
pos t
including jokos and
"conversations" for
Anyone to read or get
involved \n,
Not only Can . omail messages bo sent
around campus, but

B+mau f it(trt & f ar e

around tho world a$
well , For example, email has
been sent to Australia,Jap an, the
USSR, and to educational,
govern mental, military, and
commercial institutions!in other
parts of the world,
"For studonts/" ?aid Phillips,
"it is a real opportunity to got it)
touch with students from other
institutions all over tho place."
' If their timing Is right, Colby

studonts can communicate with

to students at Dartmouth, for
example.To do this, tho screen is
di vided in half, with both

merges displayed on both

scrcons <lt tho respective
institutions..

"I wo It to talk to buddlos I
don't m\vary often/' Mid Todd

Pri tsky '&1 , MUky has also
contacted pooplo in the Soviet

p iiato hy $^rah Void

Union through the use of c-mniL
E-mail is cheaper than a phono
call or even a postage stamp, Tho
trouble come$ when trying to
coordinate bolh parties so that
theyaro sendingand reccivingat
the $ame time, according to
Phillips
Foran account to bo activated,
students must sign a statement
att esting that they wj l| ascribe to
the "et hical u$o" of e-mai l,
meaning that they will not-send
profanity through tho mail*
Students miwi also choose a

pafts word, which to dually a si*.

tO'Oigh fc letter Word fa mil inr only
to the account-holder. Opening
m account wts nothing, ond
way .coma in handy p Colby
continues:to enter *:ho Cbmputor
agoXS

A million miles from the car Club funds short
By Zachary Geisz
STAFF WRITER

Commu ter parkinglot leaves little space
have expressed concern about
returning
to campus late at night
By Jessica D'Ercole
and being forced to park far from
STAFF WRITER
any campus buildings.
Emergency phones installed in
Parking on campus is
the
different lots could alleviate
becoming
progressively
some
of these fears according to
inconvenient and problematic,
Van
Valkenburg.
A student need
according to many Colby students.
only
get
to
this
box
and hit a button
The issue is not a new one to the
in
order
to
alert
Safety
and Security
school, but aside from minor
changes and restrictions, nothing to danger or an assault.
. "We are one of the few colleges
has been done about the issue for a
left
in Maine that don't have one of
number of years.
these
systems," said Van
Director of Safety and Security
Valkenburg.They
are good because
Mark Van Valkenburgh, maintains
we
would
know
exactly what lot
that the parking situation is the
the alert came from and an officer
same as it has ever been.
"People want close access to has to go to that box to reset the
their cars all the time, even if they alarm." Dean of Students Janice
are using them only once a week." Seitzinger and Van Valkenburgh
While students only have to walk a proposed this system to the College
short distance to reach any campus two years ago,but were put off due
parking lot, dissatisfaction to lack of funding.
continues with the present
"Parking is less than
situation.
"It's ridiculous that up here in 10 percen t of my
Waterville where it's so cold,
students should have tO walk one responsibili ties, but
half a mile to their cars, where it is 99 percen t of my
parking lots aren't well lit at all," headaches."
said Steven Dimitriou '91.
-Van Valkenburgh
Solutions to the problem are
hard to foresee. Forbidding first
The lack of spaces in the
year students the privilege of
commuter
parking lot is a oftenhaving cars on campus is not a
voiced
from off-campus
complaint
possibility.
students.
For
the
100
students who
"I don't think that that will ever
go through,because we're in such a live off campus, only 25 parki ng
rural area," said Van Valkenburgh. spots are available. Students should
'This isn't a place like Bowdoi n or ju st "park across the street in the
Bates, where you step ri ght off the Foss lot,it would save a lot of hassle
campus and into the town." Any and ticketing," said Van
attempts at creating new parking Valkenburgh.
Van Valkenburgh is current ly
lots behind the Hei ght s or as an
trying
to ascertain exactly how
extension of the Hillside lot would
many
cars
actually are on campus,
be resisted by environmental
which
has
been difficult due to
awareness organizat ions, which
computer
confusion.
prot este d a f ew years ago t o
Parking in front of residence
attempts to thin 'out the brush
b ehi nd the Hillsid e, said Van halls is still a major issue for Colby
students.
Valkenburgh.
"I th ink it 's good t hat car
Safety is also an aspect of the
registration
and parking hereis free,
Colby parking issue.Many students
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South African
expert to speak
By Ginny Morrison
STAFF WRITER

and

Craig Appelbaum
FEATURES EDITOR
Julie Frederikse,an authority on
southern Africa and a former
correspondent in Zimbabwe for
National Public Radio, will be
speaking at Colby tonight at 8:00
p.m. in the Robins room, Roberts
Union.
Frederikse, will speak on 'The
Story Behind 'Black on Black'
Violence in South Africa."
She will deconstruct the South
African government's assessment

that black South Africans should
not be allowed power because of
their continued conflict in the
townshi ps and bantustans
(homeland areas allocated to
blacks). She will also address the
theory that the violence is a product
of the apartheid system.
As a correspondent for NPR,
Frederiksereported on South Africa
and the Frontline States (the
countries surrounding South
Africa). Since then she has worked
for the Popular History Trust, a
recentl y dissolved organization
which collected the history of
southern Africa, and which is now
Frederikse continued on page6

Top Ten List for This Week

Ten Lesser-KnownBesults of Election Day 1990

. 10+ Taxes will now bo
administe^donan^rKn.ewLeDna'''
basis.
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By AmyHavet
STAFF WRITER
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& The now state emblem of the Excellency".

North tJaicota is the lambchop,
6f The $tete of Maine is now
8. Tho 1989 Massachusetts officially Maoist
5, 1991isdeclared"The Year of
economicplan, entitled ^ren'Hget
the Aardvgrk/'
ya twenty" ha$ been reinstated
4, Throo $tate$ havo seceded
f. Prom now on, Ceorgo )Bush
will
be
addressed
as
"Your
nx)mthotlnion,Ciringirreconcilabte
>—<___ *—U_a________________ n_________

differences,
& Cowsarcnow legal voters in
Wisconsin.
2. Politicianswill be required to
pa$$ the "Hooked on Phonics''final
exam,
1.Dan Quaylehasbeendeclarcd
the official spokesperson for the
1992 Olympfcmeh's synchrontaed
swimming tcam>
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photo by An Druker
butlthinkthat parkingbehind your
dorm shouldn't be limited to a few
hours on the weekends. There are
plenty of faculty parking areas
around Eustis and Lovejoy/'said
Mark Boles '92.
Safety and Security does try to
accommodate students' needs for
parking in front of residence halls
when loading and unloading.
"I don't like towing unless it is
absolutely necessary,but this is the
only way for emergencyvehicles to
have access to the residence halls,"
said Van Valkenburgh.
Handicapped zones are another
aspect of the parking problem at
Colby. For the 21 physically
disabled faculty and students on
campus,only 17 spots are available
for their use. In addition, many
other individuals have temporary
handicapped passes.
"Handicapped zones are my
primary concern and I will
immediately tow any car out of a
handicapped zone," said Van
Valkenb urgh.
"Parking is less than 10 percent
of my responsibilities, but it is 99
percent of my headaches. 1 wish I
could spend my time worrying
about larger issues, but the fact is
that there is never a clear solution.
You can try and try but you can not
please everybody, and it can be
extremely frustrating at times," said
Van Valkenburgh.Q

Some clubs may be denied
funds for special events this year,
and some newer clubs may not
receive funds at all, according to
an Oct. 10 letter by the Student
Association.The letter asked clubs
not to schedule events before
requesting fund s and to realize
that such funds may not be
available.
The problem , said Stu-A
President Shawn Crowley, is that
Stu-A's budget is set in the spring
and many clubs forget or do not
bother to submit a budget request
in time. In the case of newer clubs,
this may deny them not only event
funding but any budget at all.
Some clubs without a budget
thisyearincludetheFencmgClub,
Colby Dancers, and the Pause
Cafe, said Crowley.
Lucy Yeager '93, coordinator

of the Pause Cafe, said that it
looked as if their money would
now be coming from the Modern
Foreign Languages Department.
As a result, they may have to
decrease the number of special
events, she said.
"I could understand,"shesaid,
if the Pause Cafe is unable to hold
any special events.
The discretionary bud get,
which fund s events and consists
of whatever money is left over in
the spring, is limited, said Tullio
Nieman, director of Student
Activities. Itcurrently amounts to
$1,600.
New clubs or clubs that were
revitalized after inactivity may
receive money from the
discretionary fund , he said.
Nieman asked clubs to "use
caution when planning."
Stu-A funds are notbeing used
for anything besides clubs, said
Nieman. Q
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@ IP ® ® B a 11 @ 5
We Deliver Cases! 1

Milwaukee Beast & Natural Light 1/2 Barrels-$30.89 ++
I
}
f wi
Busch 1/4 Barrel- $19.89++
Welcome
Busch Bar Bottle Case-$9.49++
[M e t u r n a b l t s l J
Mon-Wed 7am-9pm ,
Call us today !! We've got the I
Thurs. 'til 10pm
fastest and least expensive*
Sun 12pm-7pm
delivery in town!! We're
I Fri. and Sat, open 'til MIDNIGHT!!
here to serve you!
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Physical plant to vote on union
By Ryan Feeley
STAFF WRITER
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By Bebelfcaih. Mitchell
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Wesleyan

_h_? -W&yea^sb^depi&hastehek-a.^smoke&utf mthecafeteria
¥j foere ?fmy%h*ti|>pints and havea.smoke. tast year Wesleyan
receivedi»omiiehhadpress from the localpolicestafcionartd town
aew£pa$iervifa& claimed that this evea*. demonstrated that the
<p|tege_ii_rugpoScy Wa$ too lenient.This tunestudents decided
tolw^thedrugs and passed out Jakeherb joints,however they
vaerestojpp^fcyo_fi^^
in ai*to$sive&odf ight,

Bowdo in

Lastweek38^40studentsprotestediodemand thatthe collie
lai«raoi»3PRinorityfaculty members and creates positionin gay
and lesbian studies.The library and administrative
[ offices were
E^osssd-OFmOreShanfourhoxiTS^.forcing th$.schao_'snewpresident
to address students* demands*

Bates

Theeight students from the Democratic Socialists of America,
^a3es4edlors^a^ga20mmutesJHn^wereprotestingU.Sf troops
in SsKidi Arabiau it was.their attempt to send a message tc>ihe
eomi«utt_ty/abot.tihe U.&, mvolvemettHtttheMiddle East.
Befcn^ollacelty and:Pfofessoro. geligiOR Carl__r a_fo resigned
fifQj»fa$ PBan^posj Son.afterservingl7 theyearsi»«dminlstratio«*
Hepom^Sy resigned in order to focus on teaching:agairtv

Amiierst

3_ie ia&*% fea$ recommended that the school change their
"introduction, to liberal Studies" coursefrom a one semester to
two semester requirement. The course would teach, an.
ititerpret_t_aaof the text the fits* semesterand art understanding
processduring thesecond Facultymem&ersarealsoconsideringrestrucruringtheSumma
, Magna C«mtsmdedegree to two categories. In the new" system
studentswouldgraduate with either a regular distinction or h%h
distfnetsaiInsteadoif one general distinction£J
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Earn $10 ,000 Next Summer
College Pro Painters offers a unique
chance for highly motivated students
seeki ng a cha ll engi ng and rewa rdin g
summer job.
Students are awarded a one-year
franchise , trained to manage , and
provided with consultation and support
throughout the summer.
Operating a College Pro franchise is
one of the few truly entrepreneuial
experiences available to college
students.
Last year the avera ge earnin gs f or
students was $10,000.

Workers at the Physical Plant
(PPD) will be voting Dec. 6 on
whether or not to form a union,
said William Turkewitz,
Teamsters local 340 business
agent.
Thus far, the only PPD worker
to declare interest in forming a
union is former temporary
electrician Conrad Edwards.
Edwards expects a close vote on
the 6th.
"The issue is not money or
management, its working
cond itions," said Edwards.
Edwards' temporary job at the
PPD wasterminated recently,but
he still hopes that a union will be
formed. Edwards was not fired,
but laid off.
"His job for us was temporary
and" he finished it," said Alan
Lewis,director of the PPD. "He's
one of our best workers," said
Lewis.
Edwards insists that he holds
no animosity towards Colby,but
he believes that some workers
receive more favors than others.
Edwards also feels that the
supervisors cannot understand
the position of their workers.
Workers will not acknowledge
any problemsbecause "peopleare
too intimidated to speak." said
Edwards.
According to Edwards,he has
interestina union "notbecauseof
personal gain, but to help those
workers with low wages and
working conditions."He believes
that a union will decrease "special
favors from supervisors who are
untrained with people."
Edwards said he became
involved with the Teamsters
when he did a survey among
workers to determine the mount
of interest in forming a union. He
believes that the survey was
prejudiced by management. ?
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We buy back
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Best prices in town !

textboo ks

? Quality Books and Magazines
? Special Orders
?Cards and 1991 Calendars
? Sunday New York Times & Boston Globe

f tskj usabout additional10%discount!

The Iron Horse Bookstore
10 Railroad Square, Waterville^
872-0939
Open Mon.-Thurs., 10-7, Fri. & Sat., 10-9, Sun. 12-5
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Continues:
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Daytime 11:00-2:00
Evenings 5:00-1 1:30

Information Session TONIGHT
Thursday, November 8-6:30 PM
Career Services Library
NO previ Qus paintin g ex peri ence required
For further information , call Liz Helft at X3071
or College Pro 's Head Office at 1-800-346-4649.
Equal Opportunity Employer

Ph otoby Debbie Ives

Physical Plant worker

.10% disc ount w/ Colb y liP,

Wilson gives speech
By Rebekah Mitchell

STAFF WRITER--
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William Julius Wilson, author
and sociology professor at the
University of Chicago, blamed the
U.S]economy for causing the social
and economic degradation among
minorities in the urban city ghettos
in his speech at Colby Tuesday
ni ght.
In his speech on "Race, Class
and Social Isolation in the Inner
City Ghetto," Wilson highlighted
certain factors that have contributed
to the decrease of available jobs
and subsequent increase in poor
black urban communities.
Wilson attributes the high
unemployment rate, especially
among black males, to poor

education,increase of labor saving
machines, and employers'
prejudiced attitudes. Foreign
competition and technological
upgrading have forced companies
out of business and deprived
workers of jobs - especially
unskilled minorities who are the
first to be laid off. Most people can't
afford to commuteto suburbanjobs
due to inadequate transportation .
On the personal side, employers
contribute
to
minority
unemploymentbyexercisingracial
discrimination when screening
applicants.
Wilson emphasized education
as one key to solving this
unemployment problem.
"Children who grow up in a
steadily employed family develop
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Get off the Hill for a
Real Homecooked breakfast
at

BONNIE'S

Colby Special
2 Eggs,

DINER

Sunshine Special

2 Eggs,

Bacon ,Toast,
Pancakes,
Homefries
& Coffee

$4 . 5 0

87 2 -7 7 12

2 Slices of
French Toast &
Homefries
$2.95 «

Open Seven Days a Week
5:30a.m.- 2:00p.m.

Benton Avenue - Winslow
Bear left after the Winslow bridge - the n 3 miles ahead on the left.

Echo Archives
'Echo sf r om the p ast:
^hef irst issue - 1877
By Mike Zhe
S?AFF WETTER
Photo courtesy of Public Affairs
WilliamJ ulius Wilson
di sci plined work habits as reflected
in the parents,"said Wilson."When
they enter the labor market they
have that distinct advantage over
those associated with casual or
infrequent work."
Childrenlearnfromrolemodels,
he said. If those people happened
tobedrugpushers,then that's what
the youngsters want to become. The
solution to changing the attitude
toward their future lies in increasing
educ a tion a l ' opportunities,
according to Wilson.
Unemployment works like a
chain reaction: the more minorities
who are laid off or unemployed,
the larger the ghetto community
grows, causing increased racial
tension with members of nearby
communities and more resentment
toward minorities, said Wilson.
Wilson proposed a "New Deal
type coalition featuring economic
and social programs to benefit the
urban poor.
"We need to change our
ideology to focus more on jo b
training and educating," Wilson
said. "The more we keep people off
the streets,the more productive our
nation will become socially and
economically."Q

ft was 113 years ago that a
group of ambitious students at
thfc newly renamed Colby University got together to produce
to college's, f irst newspaper.
The first issue, published in
March, 1877, sold f o r twenty
cents,and Instead of advertising
Domino'$ pizza,it asked readers
tofreouentMissS. L. JBlafsdell'sMillinery tmd Stra w Goods
Shop.
The absence of students
during
commencement
activities in 1877 brought d own
thewrath of Echo editors,.At that
time, commencement 'left the
student at liberty to stayor goas
he pleased," said the Echo.
*If the exercises of the week
are not interesting enough to
hold one here/'threatened the
editors, "our desire to have the
Collegewellrepresented..>ought
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*FALL, 199 1 (Next Year): April 27

COLBY IN CAEN :

*FULL YEAR, '91-'92: Dec. 1

COLBY IN SALAMANCA :
*FULL YEAR, '91-'92: Dec. 15

COLBY IN FLORENCE:

(ARRANGED THROUGH THE DRAKE UNIV.PROGRAM)

*SPRING, 1991 (This Spring): Nov. IS
*FALL, 1991 (Next Year): May 1

Questions? Contact Off-Campus Study
Room 009, Miller Library

Canada
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We Deliver

All Cases
¦

¦
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Cheriywood

FOR APPLICATIONS :

COLBY IN LONDON:

52 f ront st.

2 ltr.
j HVj flj r if
Ginger Ale $0.69 + +
gBk Jf
Schaefer
12pk. ' Cans
^JBLW& *b
3
$7.99++ per case
|S8B3£B g£raL
Bring in ALL Returnables
l^^^^ iS^^^

DEADLINES
*FULL YEAR, 1991-92: Feb. 28

873-6228

J6-CJ_.S ^g sc6u^ r BevcRftges

OFF-CAMPUS STUDY

COLBY IN CORK:

certainly to weigh with u s/'
' In March, 1878, fire safety
was a major concern of Echo
editors. Damaging blazes at
nearby AcadiaCollegcand other
schools made editors realize
Colby's vulnerability,
"Every building of this
nature,where large mtmbersare
assembled,*, ough t to be
provided with suitable fire
escapes/ read tho Echo. Those
big, black metal ladders on the
sides of dorms arc a result of
that initial request back in 1878,
In 1877 production money
for the Echo came out of the
editors' pockets* As a result,
there was more than one article
that year asking student
subscribers to hurry up and pay
their fees, But, considering that
students only had to scrape up
42 bucks for tuition , most
cert a i n ly did n 't find the
subscription cost too taxing on
their wallets.Q

Builders
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Fine homebuilding and renovation
Custom Cabinetry • Solar Additions
Arthur Haiss
873- 6389

John Soifer
445-4250

TAKE A BREAK
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Perfect

Come -to Camden,ME. ,
romantic elegance of

Windward . Hous e

- Bed & Breakfast
"Hi6 p6rf6Ct QOtaWay JUSt 3

few short steps from the
harbor and village shops.

Get-A-Way in the
. _blegance
t
^
ot
V^uiet
b
•
Windward House
———————

Tom Michaud
968-2668

Attn:We still have rooms
availible for this weekend *
Call 1-236-9656
. for reservations
1

John & Mary Davis
Innkeepers

Frederik se

Continued from p age3
currently operating in South Africa
under the heading of South Africa
History Archives. In addition, she
has also written three books on
southern Africa, concentrating on
oral histories,and is aboutto publish
her fourth.
In addition to Colby,Frederikse
will alsobe speaking at several other
colleges around the country.Q
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Recycle this Echo

Correction
Last week's article "Alternative
publication takes off ," incorrectly
stated that Borborygmus Portfolio
receives funding from WMHB,StuA films, and aloan from Stu-A. The
club has received funding from

these groups in the past, but it is
currentlydestitute,according tocofounder Phobrek Hei. The. article
also incorrectly titled a piece of art
"the Bitch," rather than "Bitch/'Q
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PRE-SEASON C A i E
BASKETBALL

Health

dAYL C

Continued f rom p age 1
greater availability of condoms.
Last month they held a showing of
"All's Story," a video about a 22year old heterosexual woman with
AIDS. They have also worked to
have condoms sold in the Health
Center and the Bookstore. Both will
begin selling soon.
The
Exercise/Nutrition
Committee is trying to hel p students
become more conscious about their
eating and exercise habits.
Last week thegroup worked on
Halloween to show the fat, calorie,
protein, carboh ydrate,and sodium
content of both Halloween candies
and healthy snacks,and distributed
table tents with the calorie and fat
content of the foods.
They also set up tables the dining
halls displaying the candies and
healthy snacks with more
nutritional information. Thehealthy
snacks, such as peanuts and raisins,
were donated by dining services
and available to eat.
"It's hard on a college campus to
be aware of what you are eating,"
said Nancy Put nam '92,head of the
nutrition committee. "We're
helping people to become aware."
Students were also able to sign
up to meet with a dietician on Nov.
8. The dietician will speak in
Chaplin Lounge at 7pm for those
who were unable to sign up but
would like information.
"The dietician 's purpose is to
show peop le what nutrients are
lacking in their everyday meals,"
said Putnam, "not to tell them how
to diet."
During Thanksgiving week, the
committee will be showing students
how to eat healthily at
Thanksgiving. In addition , the
presentations in dining halls will
include information about the
native American food at the first
Thanksgiving.
Next week: the Echo will look at the
other subcommittees,,?
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Diet Cok e / Coca-Cola
Classic

"

I

get a six pack of coke for 990
when you purchase any pizza.
one coupon per pizza.

'
I
'I
'

customer pays sales tax and
bottle deposit where applicable. I
Expires: 11/14/90

|

I
I

Limited delivery area to ensure safety.
Drivers carry less than $20.
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one coupon per pizza,
customer pays sales tax
where applicable.
Expires: H/ 14/9Q

Limited delivery area to ensure safety.
Drivers carry less than $20.
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METUFE'S MANAG EMENT
A SSOCIATE PR06RAM CAN POSITION
VOU FOR LEADERSHIP.
Individualized. "Hands-on." Challenging. That's our
Management Associate Program. As a leader in the financial
services industry, MetLife designed this two-year training
program to develop campus leaders into our fu ture corpora te
leaders. Want to take the first step toward a career with
management potential? Then please join us for a presen tation
about MetLife.

"MetLife— Careers in Management"
¦«

' *¦ ? r »Ma '
'-__.___ ' .' _ 3r

Date: Monday, November 12
Time: 6:30PM
Location: The Hurd Room,Roberts Union
Speakers: Dan Brandeis,Colby '89
Staci Williams

JOIN MET. IT PAYS.*

£* MetLife'

Wo nro nn oqunl opportunity omptoyor,

Classifieds
Energetic person to be a
representative for Coppertone
Springbreak trips to Cancun,
Daytona,Nassau,and Jamaica.Best
programs available Anywhere-

Great incentives and free trips
possible. Call for more
information...l-800-222-4432 and
ask for Brenna or Bruce.
Campus Rep Wanted To Run Ski
And Spring Break Trips For Free
Travel Or Commission. Call Sno- ?

Search (413) 533-1600.
"Campus Reps needed" Earn free

trip and big commissionsby selling

vacation packages to Cancun,
Mexico, Nassau/Paradise Island,
Bahamas & Jamaica. For more

information call toll free in or $, ,, *$/ /^w ^yw yywy HE »,"j ^%w „ 'a_waKj&WWj33l«iaMfl
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affordable Spring Break packages
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i S
to Jamaicaand Cancun. Fastestway
to free travel and $$$$! Call Sun
i
Splash Tours 1-800-426-7710.
Free Spring Break Trips To Cancun
And The Bahamas. Organize a *
Small Group And YouTravel FREE.
"
'
,
Call 1-800-344-8360. for more * ?
information.
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Assemblers: Excellent income to Xc
assemble productsfrom your home. t$%
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This September
^
willyoube pounding
the pavementor
on the road
to success?
It 's a tough job market out there. You 'll be up against some pretty stiff competition. People with the education and the experience. Of course, there are alternatives — especiall y for those individuals with an eye on the
big picture,
We're Hannaford Bros. Co,, Northern New England' s leading food and drug retailer. Our corporate headquarte rs are located in Portland , ME and we have stores and opportunities available in Maine , New Hampshire,
Vermont, Massachusetts and New York. On NOVEMBER 28, 1990 , we will be visiting your campus to present a
2-hour pre-recruitment , informational seminar on our
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If wha t happened
on your inside
happened on your
ou t side , would
you st ill smoke?
NOVEMBER 15.

THE GREAT AMERICAN
SMOKEOUT.

I/MABUCAN
VCANCER
f SOCIETY*
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Management Training Program.

Representatives will be on hand to discuss this outstanding opportunity to learn the intricacies of business,
from the ground up. As an established , highly successful company, with annual sales of over $1.5 billion and still
growing in this tight fiscal market , we have developed a program which lias led many individuals to senior
management positions,
It 's a tough , intensive and demanding program that accepts only a few promising candidates each year.
People with the leadership skills and drive to succeed. If you 're graduating this year with a grade point average of
3.0 or bette r and have superior communications skills, don't miss out on this outstanding opportunity. And ,
come September, instead of looking for work , you can be working toward your future!
For further information , contact your Placement Office. An Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F/H/V.
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Founded in 1877
LORI WRIGHT, Editor

ALISA ATTARDI, Manag ingEditor
ANDREA KRASKER, News Editor
PAUL ARGIRO, Sports Editor
CRAIG APPELBAUM, Features Editor
SCOTT BARKHAM, A &EEditor
CHIP SMITH, Op inions Editor

WALKER FENTON, Layout Editor
SHARYL WHITE , Layout Editor
R.B. KIERNAT, Business Mana ger
JOSH FRIEDMAN, Photography Editor
PETE CARPENTER , Ad Manager
KELLY McENTEE, Production Manager
AMY VREELAND, Asst. Sports Editor
KIM MERRIMAN, Layout Assistant
MAGDA LACHARITE, Layout Assistant
HILARY ROBBINS, Asst. Photo graphy Editor
EVAN METCALF, Staff Artist
KRIS OWENS, Librarian
MARK R. MUIR, Subscriptions Manager
LETTERS AND OPINION S POLICY

TheEditorial is theofficialopinion of thepaper. Theother opinionspresentonthispagcdo not necessarily
represent the views of The Colby Echo or its staff.
The Colby Echo encourages letters from its readers, especially those within the immediate community.
They should not exceed 200 words.
Letters to the Editor should be typed. Letters to the Editor must be signed and include either an address
or a phone number. For publication on Thursday, letters must be received by The Colbt/ Echono lat e r tha n
Monday evening of the same week.
The Colby Echo reserves the right to edit all submissions.

Play7 our song, WMHB

They re playing our song, sometimes. Actually, right
now they're playing someone else's song. But this year,
there's mor e of a chance that WMHB is play ing what
you want to hear.
Like any college radio station, WMHB pla y s
alternative music and then they play really alternative
music

Most Colby students listen to some type of alternative music - music
that is different from the songs heard on 92 Moose and WTOS. But WMHB
doesn't reflect enough students' musical tastes. Most students should be
able to fli p on WMHB most of the time and enjoy most of the music. Not
necessarily listening to music they are familiar with,just music they enjoy.
But the fact is, most Colby students don't listen to WMHB most of the
time. Part of theproblem stems from Colby students. They are unmotivated
to search out enjoyable programs, although they're there. It's their radio
station, they're pouring big bucks into it, they should listen. And making
a request is the best way to hear what you want.
But part of the problem is WMHB. In their effort to maintain community
ties, Colby is getting squeezed out. Connecting with the Colby community
should be at least as important as connecting with the Waterv ille
community.
The fact is, Colby contributes much more than $16,000 a year, so
community support is much lower than 40 percent. Colby contributes
space, continuous financial backing, ever-accumulating equipment, and
an extensive music library. Colby hasbeen sinking money into the WMHB
for years and years. True, they couldn't operate without the community,
but it should be a Colby station first.
As WMHB sits down to re-write their constitution, they should maj <e
a real effort to get the Colby community involved. The number of student
DJs should remain a steady 75 percent during the school year. DJs should
be able to toss in the random B-side tune by a more popular group.
And 'MHB should try to connect more with the campu s, in fun and
unusual ways. With some training, DJs could put together an excellent
Colby news show. A call-in talk show with professors and administrators
on campus issues could be very entertaining. And Colby could use the
revival of a good sports talk show.
In-studio interviews with Colby musicians talking and play i ng shoul d
be happening on a regular basis. Campus talent abounds. And to steal a
great idea, WMHB should do their own Desert Island Discs. The guest
plays selectionsfrom the ten albumsthey would takeif they wcrestranded
on a desert island. Haven't you always wondered what kind of music
Janice Seitzinger listens to?
With a little effort, WMHB can become the radio station of choice on
th is campus. It will start with new and different programming, relax i ng a
bit on the DJs, and lo t s of promotion. It 's better, now make it the best.

What a good time

All has not been lost. Last Saturday 's 8th grade party
proved that Colby's social life just mi ght survive. The
even t' s creative theme, danceable music, and
organization showed that, with some effort, we can still
have fun on campus.

Withthecvolvingalcohol policy, th e social scene h ero has been l ook ing
pretty dim. But last weekend's party was a fl icker of hope.
Perhaps most notable is that nine students, not associated with a
College organization , took the initiative and threw an innovative party.
They d esi gned, publicized , an d carried out a fun and controlled event.
Thr ee cheers to the party hosts. To save our social lives, we all hav e t o
work for more of the sam e.

Lett ers

Editorial
unfounded

Since when does journalism
concentrate on personal attacks and
suspend the gathering of facts
through research? All I see in the
10-25-90 Echoeditorial attack on StuA is the attack of an entire
administration based on five
random comments. Just one look
inside the Stu-A office would show
solid work for Colby students; on
the wall hangs a long list of year
long goals with "two for two "
written in the margin.
Any additional research would
show that Katie Kaliff is calling
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policy and S/U issues. Shawn
Crowley, in conjunction with the
Educational Policy Committee, is
researching and investigating the
eight semester rule, consistency of
credits and requirements between
majors,and evaluating Jan Plan and
the advisory system. Also through
Shawn S/U was suspended for this
year so students could tailor it to
benefit students. If you want to see
all the alternative events planned
by Stu-A just look at all the boards
across campus. Michelle Pinnock
has planned international dinners,
monthly forums,poetry readings, a
celebration of Hispanic month, a
fashion show, and a tri p to a play
(Sarafina). What more alternative
life could be asked for except maybe
moreof those endless andstrikingly
similar dance parties that were
thrown all last year?
Sadl y, the Echo seems to
epitomize the attitude of most of
Colby students in that no solutions
are ever offered , only criticisms.
Maybe if the Echo took some
initiative and devoted a full page to
Stu-A events and issues then maybe
the hard work of Stu-A wouldn 't be
criticized based on thecommentsof
five random people. Or maybe if
the notes of the Echo's Presidents'
Council staff writer were read then
all the p lann i ng an d work t ha t goes
into student government at Colby
would be printed . We are fi ghting
for your rights Colby, b u t you have
to give us more time. Rome was not
built in a day.
Lael Hinman '93
Dana Ha l l Presid en t

Editor 's note:this was submitted last week,but ommitted
due to an oversight.

A poor loon
For several weeks I've been

ste w i ng qu i et ly over t ha t recen t

letter to the Echo from one Joseph
Noel. Mr. Noel, who t el ls us wit h
undisguised ego that he owns FIVE
COM PANIES (wow!), attributes his
success to all that great experience
he got at old I Felta Thigh ,
"interacting " with the brethen.
Bosh!
Nobo d y, I repeat nobody, ever
became a baby tycoon by bonding
with the guys over beer and
sp iritous li quors at the fra t house.
N oel may wel l hav e enjoyed his
day s w it h t he good 'ol boys, but
n obody should fall for that guff
about the great potential for fame
and riches inherent in the assistant
p ledge master's job at Ph i Slamma
jamma.
Noel is like those toncy jocks
who grace tlie NCAA breaks on
televised college football games:
"I'd a nev er b ough t Amalgamat ed

Widgets, but for the 'discipline' I
learned on the playing fields of New
Brunswick, NJ."
. " If these poor loons continue to
delude themselves this way, no
wonder a business depression
looms. Doing Noel's "research"
sounds futile to me; he probably
wouldn't be able to understand it
even if you broke it down into onesyllable words.
Charles Bassett
Professor of English

Condoms
addressed
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Task Force, we feel it is necessary to
address the recent concern about
the availability of condoms on
campus, as expressed b y Steve
Collier in the Oct. YIEcho,and other
students and administrators. This
fall,the Task Force reexamined the
availability of condoms, and
expressed concern that there were
not enough resources for students
to purchase condoms.
TheTaskForce then decided that
both the Health Center and the
Bookstore should sell condoms. We
are now in the process of arranging
the details, but Colby students will
soon be able to purchase condoms
in the Health Center between 8:30
and 4:30 and in the Bookstore.
We believe that this is still not
enough to induce students to use
condoms. We are exploring the
option of also putting condom
machines in the bathrooms at the
Student Center, as well as having
volunteers in each residence hall
that would sell them from their
room.
We would like to add one last
resource for protection against
pregnancy and disease: personal
responsibility. It is the responsibility
of individuals to take precautions
for themselves,and no matter what
any Task Force, student leader,
administrator or health care
provider does,responsibility lies in
the hands of the students.
Elizabeth Thornton '92
Anne Bowie '92
Heather Boothe ,'94
Tar a Est ra '94
Nikki Vadeboncoeur '92
Sue Gerstberger '91

,rBig ten"
formed

On Oct. 27, the Foss Halloween
sit-in occurred . From that sit-in,we
formed .
"Wc"arecalled thelndependent
Student Committee (a.k.a "The Big
Ten"). Our goal: a campus that
comp lies with current college policy
yet meetsthedesiresofthestudents.
We are an independent "task" force
working in conjunction with Stu-A,
an added resource.
Already, i n t wo weeks, we met
with Dean Seit z i ng e r , Tullio
Ni eman
an d
Mark
Van
Valken burgh , where we have
defined our role as a committee and
discussed alternative social events.
We have al so t alk ed wi t h Shawn
Crowl ey '91 an d Kate Kaliff '91
about our intentions. In turn , we
were invite d t o give i d eas at t h e
Student Activities Board on
Mon day.

In our first meeting, we planned
an all campus event not to be held
in the Student Center, Bob's, etc. In
fact, this will incorporate much of
thestudentbody while still obeying
Colby's current alcohol policy. This
is just one step.
We will meet with the
administration , acting as an
independent liaison between StuA, the student bod y, and the
administration. Ono long term goal
is to reach a lasting agreement on
how the social life at Colby should
be.
But we are notenough. We need
you. Do not hesitate to contact us.
Paul Argiro '92
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Echo hopeless
I had originally written a
lengthy letter attempting to explain
my displeasure with the Echo 's
general lack of accuracy and fact
distortion, which I feel is the reason
that the Echo is not acheiving
professionalism. The inexcusably
horrendous h andling of the
Borboygmus article last week had
finall y given me the prop er
motivation, but after hacking it to
p ieces to fulfill your space
requirements, I realized I simply
had far too much to condem you
with. The edited version could in
no
way
represent
my
dissatisfaction with the Echo,and so
I will simp ly leave it at this. I
highli ghted every factual error,
distortion ,
m i squo ti ng,
misspelling, grammatical error,
and tidbit of cluelessness that I
could find in the Borborygmus
article. Onl y one paragraph
remained unscathed. I wish this
was an isolated incident, but this is
not so.
Alas, poor Echo. With such
power you also make a man who
was being both profane and acting
in a threatening manner into a
suavediplomatic hero (i.e.the Foss
Halloween Party article). I cannot
feel safe talking to your paper, as
every time.I have been in it I have
been sorel y misrepresented - last
year was worse,but this article was
only shoot i ng f o r st ra ight
rep ortage , no controversy
involved . Well. Onesideof mesays
"Be a constructivist and join the
Echo." The oth er says "Hopeless,
ut terly hopeless."
Sincere appreciation to Josh
Friedman for a most excellent
p hoto.
PhobrekHei '91

Pres ide nt of Green an d Brown
Tuff skins
Borborygmus

Colby gives
blood
The blood drive held on Oct. 23

on campu s was t h e mos t successful

blood drive over held at Colby. A
total of 236 pcoplocame to thedrive
to donate, resulting in 204 pints of
blood collected. 54 p eop le donated
for the very firs t timo.
Tho su ccess of each blo od d rive
letters continued on page 71
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What do yon think of WMHB?
Dan Harris '93
I think it sucks. I respect theninitial goal of alternative
broadcasting. However, I don't
think it represents the student body.
There should be a percentage of
classic rock.

Andy Williams '91
I think it's a sham, I think it
should be re-formatted to play all
classical music and bring culture
back to the state of Maine.

Kathy Lucas '91
I don 't really listen to them so 1
don'tthi nkl could tell you anything.

Mort Kristan '91
I think they ought to includ e a
little more than alternative music.I
think they ought to incorporate
music morealongthelines of classic
rock and roll.

Chimwemwe Jere -exchange
student
I thi n k it 's a good thing. It
provides alternative music. I feel
its good that the students can run
it.

Stop squawking and sign

confronted only by scattered
opinion, cannot assess the true
feelings of students. As a result,the
administration dismisses the
opinions and complaints it receives
By Steve Collier
as muddled. A petition bearing
LIKE IT OR NOT
hundreds of signatures, however,
could give the administration the
Like most good Colby students, necessary propellant for change, or
I spend a'fairamount of timevoicing at least demand an articulated
my opinion. This column has been response. Of course, success hinges
one of my preferred avenues, but on student participation.
We have a student government,
certainly not an effective one. While
I'm sure that I've garnered both and it is undoubtedly the most
support and criticism, and I hope readily available avenue for change.
I've provoked some thoughtful However, our elected leaders can't
debate, thi s''column has never possibly gather their constituents'
actually changed anything.
opinions on every issue.
The reason, I've discovered, is Furthermore, in a representative
that I've been working alone rather democracy it's always difficult to
than trying to elicit the support of know whether a representative is
the people who can collectively working for private or constituencyrelated interests. A petition gives
create change: students.
While change is never an easy you a chance to voice your opinion
task, even within the realm of directly. If nothing else, a wellperfect democracy (which doesn't supported petition would give
exist at Colby or anywhere else), it student government a better focus.
is possible if a cohesive majority
Now,I'm not proposing that we
with a responsible objective change the world,but there are some
emerges from the normal abyss of issues that spurn a great deal of
student-administration debate and
indecisive apathy.
With this in mind, I've decided need to be addressed more
to establish a petition board so that thoroughly. The current "interim"
we can achieve constructive alcohol policy is the most obvious
progress. The administration , example of such an issue, but there
Unfortunately, writing this
column islikespittingintothewind,
a lot of fun , but replete of
undesirable results.

photos by Hilary Robbins

Elections and bathing

are many issues which have fit the
1took the a ftcrnoon off the other
description and not been day and watched Waterville Youth
collectivelyaddressed by students. Soccer down at the playground
The CIA and I-PLAY come to mind. across from Mid-Maine Medical.
There are also a host of more subtle While I watched the game/1spotted
policies which are excessively a young girl, no more than eight or
illogical (can you say 75 cent aine, who had decided to take
condom?).
advantageof the parental crowd at
Given that people aren't perfect, thegameand attempt tosolicit their
there will always be poor policy support. Atfirst I wastoo far away
decisions and wide-ranging to determine what her efforts
opinions on every issue. It's our concerned.
responsibility to keep the
ByChip Smitfundesirable policy outcomes to a
OPMIQNS
EDITOR
minimum. Thus far, we haven't
done a very good job.
• As she mixed her way through
Starting this week,there will be
a petition board in the library that the crowd at the game,. I couldn't
I hope will help change that. It will helr>,bMt notice her aggressive
represent some opinions I've approach toward the scattered
discussed in this column in the past, groups,of people watching the
and will be updated as issues arise game.-1 was quite surprised that
in the future. Most importantly, it $h£ addressed anybody w?»o was
needs your signature to be willing to listen and doggedly resuccessful.
approach ed th ose who weren't. It's
So, if you are annoyed by the not &1wayseasy to try and convince
difficulty of change, and want to peap!<MuTgun4'you to tend $uppor*
help focus student opinion and for your causes She, however,
force the administration to address seemed to be having a fair amount
our concerns, visit the petition of success.
board and sign your name,a simple
Eventually, the girl worked her
step that just might rotate the way over to my side of the field*
weathervane and keep our faces Becauseofherage andherattitude,
I expected the usual request from
dry.Q

this fortuitous young lady; a girl
scout order form, or possiblya
chocolate bar for sale to buy new
uniform s the spring" sea son.
I didn't have a dime on me,
but she had soimpressed me that
I was willing to run home and
find some money to buy
whatever she was trying to sell*
It turns out tha t the objectof her
efforts was to hand out flyers for
-CcnTalbot, who was running for
city council Having d one so, she
stated matter of factlyr as only an
eigh k yearold could,that on Nov.
6, *we could really use your
support/7
It was stated so matter of
factly,because she could nffc have,
possibly known how important
her efforts really were. She could
never know at age eight that
elections are very real, very
important components of our
society* She still has ten years
before she can vote and befor e
those political issues become her
responsibility?
Yes, fortunately the weight of
the world ha$n 't descended
entirely u pon the young
politician. She has little
Vote continued on p age

Vanity and saving face Colby needs st udent union
By Becky Street
STAFF WRITER
No matter how much we'd
like to deny it, it has happened to
each and every one of us at least
once as we've tried to maintain
our composure on our walks
throughout campus. For example, you've just finished calculus in Mudd and it's time for
lunch in Roberts. As soon as you
pass by the windows of Mudd ,
consciously or not, you glance to
the right to checkout your profile
in the reflection - nice posture,
firm tush and boom! Vanity.
Welcome to Colby.
If this doesn't carry a familiar
ring, transplant yourself to the
path behind the library by East
and West Quad. Students turn
their heads several times on the
passageby this wall composed of
an alternating pattern of brick

a n d reflective glass. They'voeven

altered their stride so they can see
how far their rears protrude, or if
their pants are rolled up evenly
on both legs.
The dining halls aro the primary locations of vain temptation
with the mirror murals that span
the walls behind the salad bars
and drink machines. How many
times have we commented on
people admiring themselves as
they blindly select black olives
and carrot sticks from water-filled
containers, and yet proceeded to
do the same thing ourselves?
At the expense of the remaining unbruiscd tomato, wc grant
higher priority to tho maintenance
of a great hairdo, putting the fate
of our salads into our ability to
si ghtlessly maneuver a pair of
tongs.
Checking your stance and
overall imago gives way to a hand
Vanity continued on p age

By Andrew Stanley
STAFF WRITER
Colby's administration says we
need a stronger non-alcoholic social
life here. We do. But they haven't
left us with a great number of
alternatives. We are isolated in the
middle of Maine. We can't all go to
the movies every weekend. Nonalcoholic parties just don't cut it.
We need a stable alternative built
into campus life.
On my first trip through the Spa
thisycar,!wasamazed by thebrand
new pool tables and cues. During
the summer the old tables which
had become too worn for use, were
replaced by new ones. I was
psyched to playon them. I found a
friend to play with and tossed my
two quarters in... nothing. I looked
again, 75 cents! One of the finer
pleasures of life at Colby, the 50
cent pool game, was gone. How do
you split 3 quarters between two

people?
After my initial anger passed, l
thought about it a little more. You
really can't blame theSpa for raising
the price of a game of pool.
The new tables and cues must
have cost a great deal,and the tables
are there because the Spa is trying
to make money through the pool
table fee and the increased food
sales the tables attract.
The whole issue with the pool
tables raises some imp ortant
questions about the services
provided by the school to the
students. Academically we arc
offered a great deal of services, ono
of the reasons we pay so much to go
to school here. But unlike other
schools, Colby does not offer the
services that you would see in other
schools' student unions.
There is no T.V. lounge, (with
cable) in thoStudcnt Center, no ping
pong tables, and the pool tables,
restaurant, and arcade are owned
privately.

The school should offer the
students these services for free in
the case of a cable T.V. lounge and
ping pong or for a minimal fee that
would allow them to break even in
the case of pool tables. If the school
wants to get the student body to
seek al ternatives to alcohol-rela ted
activities, then it should offer some
alternatives.
Instead of spending money
chasing down the school's beer die
tables and printin g up party forms,
the school should offer studonts
services you see in a student union
at other schools.
Colby is a non-profit
organization , and it try to make the
students happy, not for a profit. But
until tho schoor makes these
changes, I'll be sitting in my room
watching one of the throe stations
that come in, wishing I had money
to p lay pool all nig ht , and
contemp lating how to get a die tabic
Union continued on page 14

Broadway Revue Is a musical sensation
By Scott Callan

STAFF WRITER
The line began forming over an
hour and a half before the show
started, but it was worth waiting
for this semester 's Broadway
Musical Revue.
As usual the performance was
in the Page Commons Room of the
Student Center and although many
people were restricted to standing,
the cabaret style of seating gave the
sho w an intimate feeling that would
be lost in larger venues such as
Strider Theater, according to tredirectors Shauna Blanchard '91,Kim
Norberg '91 and Roger Schulman
'92. With the performers so close to
the audience it was easy for them to
p lay off their reactions and enhance
certain numbers, particularly the
upbeat "Rum Turn Tugger" (Cats),
"Money, Money" (Cabaret), and
"One" (A Chorus Line).
Each of the three directors were
responsible for picking out the songs
to be performed, choreographing
them, and putting in upwards of
15-20 hours per week during the six
week rehearsal schedule. Group
sessionswere held once a weekwith

individual sessions every day.
The Broadway Musical Review
was started in 1985 by a couple of
students as an alternative group to
the strai ght drama or full - fledged
musicals run by Powder & Wi g and
Performing Arts.
Although all the songs
performed were fairly good, there
were a few exceptional numbers
that are worth mentioning.
"Leavin's Not the Only Way to
Go "(Big River) was perfectl y
harmonized by B.J. Gasperoni '92,
Jeff Bryant '91, and Blanchard.
Blanch ard's, voice was amazingly
sweet and melodic, leaving the
audience hungry for more.
Others worth special mention
are "Wishing You Were Here
Again" (Phantom of the Opera)
sung by Sarah Longden '93, "Little
Fall of Rain " (Les Miserables)
performed by Ross Nussbaum '94,
and Longden. Finall y, "When the
Kids Get Married"(I Do, I Do), was
performed with comedic flair by
Rachel Bradley '93 and Jeremy
Samuels '93.
There were a few times when
Revue continued on page 11

Broadway Musical Revue

Jacob s Ladder" thrilling
By M. Scott Barkham

A&E EDITOR

Adrian Lyne's latest thriller,
"Jacob's Ladder," is exceptional.
Written b y Bruce Joel Rubin
("Ghost"), this film also tackles the
subject of death, though in a much
different, more vivid way. Lyne's
direction is dark; there are no bright,
happy scenes in this film. It fully
exp lores the line that separates
fantasy and reality through the lifevoyage of Jacob Singer.
The film begins in Vietnam. Tim
Robbins ( "BullDurham," "Cadillac
Man ") is Jacob Singer, one of the
sold iers in a Vietnamese village who
is referred to by his fellow soldiers
as "professor. " Several of the
soldiers are smoking hash when
they are suddenly called into battle.
Singer is stabbed with a bayonet, at

which point he awakes in his
Brooklyn apartment,having dreamt
of being stabbed.
In what seems to be the reality of
the film, Jacob does, in fact, have a
doctorate,but he chooses to work in
the Post Office, solidif ying his
existential lifestyle. He lives with
one of his co-workers (Elizabeth
Pefia), and seems to get very little
p leasure from his life.
Thr oughout the fi lm, Singer is
attacked by violent dreams, which
occur so frequently that one has
trouble discerningbetween fantasy
and reality. Eventuall y, Singer gets
together with other friends from
Vietnam, and they realize that they
are all exp eriencing the same
delusions.
The supporting cast is excellent,
led by Elizabeth Petfa, who p lays
Singer's live-in girlfriend . She is
forever tortured by the fact that

Jacob still loves his ex-wife and has
not broken his attachment to his
family. Her jealous ragesand selfish
desires work well in the film.
The
best
supp orting
performance came from Danny
Aiello ("Do the Right Thing"), as
Louis, Singer's chiropractor. Aiello
is one of the best character actors
around , and he delivers his
performance with a sincerity that
really moves the audience. In the
film, Singer remarks that Louis
appears to be angelic. In a film filled
with evil, Louis is the only purel y
good character.
But it is Tim Robbins who really
shines. Though he was veiy good in
"Bu ll Durham ,"in "Jacob's Ladder"
Robbins establishes himself as star
material. He makes his character
real, and compels the audience to

La dder continued on Page 11
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Novelist Russo reads, works
By Ira Sadoff

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Nationally known novelist
Richard Russo will read from his
work toni ght at 8 p.m. in the
Robinson Room of the Library.
Russo is the author of two hi ghly
praised novels, Mohawk and The
Risk Pool. Both novels appear as
par t of Vin t age's Con t emporary
Series.
John Irving, author of The
World According to Garp.
praised Russo by saying, "What
makes R i char d Russo so
admirable as a novelist is that his
na tura l grace as a storyteller is
ma t ched by his compa ssion for
his characters. The New York
Times Book Review said of
Russo's la st novel,The Risk Pool.
"It is a superbly original ,

maliciously f u nny book."
The novel tells the story of the
Hall family: a womanizing father
who charms, hustles and battles
his way through life, who takes
flight and refuge in his family, a
mother who - under emotional
and financial siege - suffers a
nervous breakdown , and the
pro tagon ist, son Ned Hall, who
attempts to negotiate his parents'
struggles and to figure out a way
to create and survive questions of
class, identity, and love,
Richard Russo grew up in
upstate New York. He received
an M.F.A. an d P.H.D. at the
University of Ar izona, and
currently teaches in the writing
program at Southern Illinois and
the graduate writing program at
Warren Wilson College. He has
Russo continued on Page 11

Kane keeps 'em on floor
Big Daddy Kane is part of the
progressive Hi p Hop movement
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\ a s t e of c h o t o I a t e

By Dan Raymont
JAZZY D'S CURB
that is beginning to take root in
the music world. "Taste of
Chocolate", released last week, is
a reflection on his life. Though it
does not achieve the level of
sophistication found in the music
of other hi p-hop groups such as
the Jungle Brothers and A Tribe
Called Quest, i t d oes in d uce foo t
stomp ing and body pump ing
(dancing!).
Th e album begins with a
m ellow i n t ro d uction , 'Tast e of
Chocolate" which he d ed icat es t o
"everybody in the entire world."
This cut summarizes the Kane
ideology.

"I wanna talkabout peace,unity,
and love/not one but all of the
above/coming together like keys
on a piano/ black and white to
unite/and man oh man what joy
did we find."
Unlike most rappers Kane "isn't
try i ng to say I' m number one/I'm
just a smooth operator that gets the
job done/cause I can do it ri ght,"
"Wh o am I" , a moving cu t
f eaturin g Gamilah Sha b azz ,
d augh t er of Malcolm X , deals w i th
the question of black identity. "I
was born a black man for the
Motherland/ speaking a language
today most people don 't
understand.../I had freedom justice
and equality/but then one day it
was taken a way/and I was shipped
away to the U.S. A/a young brother
ma d e into a slav e t o harve st t h e
midland s and
clean
the

chitterlins.../that' s the way my
mind was poisoned to believe that
in America blacks are inferior/a
weak mind and bod y of a swine., .so
I ask myself who am I?"
He continues describing how he
got into the Hi p Hop scene. Kane
considers his music to be
progressive.
"I ha d to make that change and
rearrange my whole rap format/no
hardcore rap/so now all p op charts
are full of New Kids on the Block
and Paula Abdul ha!/ I thought I
made it/but then my song faded
an d nothing but black stations ever
p layed it/I tried to blame it on
MTV/ damn they cold played me
for Young M.C./but when you get
down to it I'm the real blame/
because I wanted the fame/money
is not only the root of all evil/it is
Kane continued on page 11

Wurtierittg Heights will be
snowing- jBunu0l'$f9irt takesplace
in modern Mexico,, with characters
wh o veer from everyday emotions
to fit&of mysticalpassion. This film
i$in$panj sh,with Eujgft-hsuhtlfcles.
Show at 9 ¦{«»? only,

WHAT 'S |
GOING

Call Hoytfsfor showtimes.

For more in formation,call 725-5000. 17. Watch for details.

Childs Play II, Ceo^e
Romero's latest horrorventure; If
you're: into blood, gore and liftte
else,thisfilmcould befor yOu.lteted
^ CallHoyt'sfor showtimes* ::

ColbyCollege
The Art Museum is currently
closed for renovations.

Japanese an imator Hiroaki
YosWda 's Twilight of the
Cockroaches"willbe showingfrom
Nov, IS through Nov. IS* This
animated film covers life in a
decrepit apartment, whereroaches
and humans live together
peacefully. Unfortunately,some
eventsoccur that bring the truce to
an end. Showafc &lSp.m. only*

AtKaaui'a RoadsideAttraction
in Portland, every Sunday is home
to "Unplugged" night; all acoustic
sets performed by local musteiarts:,
Monday is Open Mike Night,
starting at 8p,m> It'sa good chance
to strut your stuff. The dub; is
STU-A
located off exit 68 on 1-295. This
! Chinookfroiri
ThursdaynightA Bi_ y
Hoyf s Cinema
Born on the Fourth d£ July
Nashville will be performing. $6
Thursday, Friday,and Saturday
JJPJK, Drive
cover. Friday night, Devonsquaire
873-1300
nightsat 7 artd&30p.m. in Lovejoy
will be playing. Starts at 9 p.m, $6
100
cover, Steve MorSe, crack, guitpr
Goodfellas, Martin Scorsese^ player*formerlyof the Dixie Dregs
Half-pricematineeonSaturday
latest film. Starring Robert DeNiro, and Kansas will be performing on
Railroad Square Cinema
Ray Liotta. and Joe Pesci as Mew Saturdaynight. $lGcoverXall773Between Main St. and College York mobsters* This film is 6886 for more information or :if
incredible - it is a must see. you're interested in playi ng
Ave.
Showtimesat 6;40 and 9;2G p,m.
873-6526
unplugged.
The only cinema in the area
Sibling Rivalry, Kirstie Alley
where you can get a greatmealon
The Moose Alley Saloon on 4<>.
the premises before Vou see the and Carrie Fisher star in this Market St., Portland (774-5246) 5s
comedy. Rated PG13-. Showtimes featuring live bands all weekemii,
fflnu
at 7an d 9:15 p.nv
Monday is Monday NightFootball
Tonight is your last diance to
nigh t , with $4.50 Moosehea d
GraveyardShlffc. A horrorfilm Pitchers, This Fridayand Saturday
see Shadow of the Raver_ This
Icelandic film takes place in the based on the Stephen King short night , the Inspectors will fe>
11th century md uses Iceland's story. .Rated R. Showtimes at 7:15 performing. Doors open at 8 p.tti,
stunning landscapes to frame the and 9;3P p+m,
and the band goes on at 9:30. S>_
story of the son of a pagan father
covercharge*
MrvDestiny.Michael Caineand
and a mother converted to the
relatively mw religion of Jim Belushistar in this fantasy film
At The Dry Dock in Portland,
Christianity. This causes conflict about changing one's fate> Rated this Friday night , the Bay of Pigs
throughout the entire town. PG13. Showtimes at 7 and 9:30pm. wiUbepcrforming< Saturday night,
"Every frame is a feast for the Ends tonight.
the MoxieMenwillbe playing.Call
t>yes " Shows at 7 p.m. and 915
774-3550 for more information.
Memphis Belle, Matthew
p.m.
From Nov, 9 through Nov, XI, Modine stars. Rated PG13.
Louis Malle's {"Au Rcvoir. Les Showtimes at 7:15 and 9;45 pJn.
Bates College(OlinArts Center)
Enfa nt s") latest comedy, May Ends, t o night
For
information on the latest
Fools will be showing. This
Ghost. Yes, this film is still
comedytakesplacein Parisand in showing.Ifyoudonthaveattyidea exhibits, call 786-6255.
the wine country of Southwest what it's about by now, you have
bowdoin College {Wa lker Art
France in May, 1%8, the time of no rightto.RatedFCM3, Showtimes
Building)*
the
left-wing
stud on t al 7:10 and 9:40 pjn.
On display are the 'Twentieth
demonstrations. It should be a
Century
Art from tho Collections,"
witty, enjoyable film. Rated R.
STARTING FRIDAY: Jacob's
Another
interegtingexhibitis
^Froirv
Shows at 7 _nd 9aS p.m.
Ladder, Tim Bobbins and Danny
Dunsr
tofacasso;
Five
Centuries
of
Aiello star in this thriller,, directed
Mas
t
er
Pr
i
n
t
s
"
from
a private
On Nov. vi,Luis &muel'&19$3 by Adrian Lynef'FstalAttraction").
version of Emil y Bronte's $0e Review in thj $ issue, feted K collection. Showing until .Dec. 9.

Revue

Continued f ront p age 10

rough ed ges of choreography
showed and voices weren 't exactly
up to par. Thelackof a sound system
combined with the fact that the stage
creaked loudly made one wish that
the fine voices beneath could be
heard more clearly.
Looking forward to the show
next semester, Michael Bison '93
said, "I will definitel y be the first
one in line becauseI wouldn't miss
it forthe world."Q

Ladd er
Continued from page 10
care about him. His performance is
hi ghly emotional throughout the
film.
Though tho film only opened
last week, it will start hereat Hoyt's
Cinema Center tomorrow night.
Call thethcaterforshowtimes. This
f i lm could b e the b lockb uster of t he
movie scason.Q

Russo

Continued f rom page 10
been award ed Fellowships by the
National Endowment of the Arts
and the Guggenheim Foundation.
Russo's reading will conclude
the Fall Visiting Writers Series, a
series that has also included short
story writer Grace Paley and poet
Mary Ruefle. This spring, poet
William Stafford and novelist Jay
Parini will read from their work.
Admission to all Visiting Wr it ers
events is free. ?

Kane

Continued from p age 10

also the destruction of black
people."
The cut is wrapped up by
Gamilah Shabazz, who advises
black women "to never let
opportunity pass you by."
In a qucstion-and-answer sheet
found in the album sleeve, Kane
summarizes "Who am I" by
concluding that "so many people
seek material things and follow
behind other people, that th ey tend
to lose contact with themselves."
For the most part Big Daddy 's

new album is packed with pumping
beats seductive enough to make
even a Student Center party rock. ?

Letters
Continued f rom p age S

isdetermined by those involved,
The donors from Colby deserve a
special "thankyou "for the patience
and good humor they displayed
while waiting to participate in this
terrific blood drive. Even with the
additional staff wc sent, we were
not able to keep up with your
tremendous response to the need
for blood.
On behalf of the many patients
who will benefit from your gift,
thank you - the Classes of '91 and
'92 who coordinated the drive and
thedonorsand volunteers whogave
so generously to hel p others.
We look forward to your
continued support.
Sincerely,
Martha Wildman
Donor Resources
American Red Cross

Johnny Qegg & Savolsa, a
South African band that merges
traditional Zulu rhythms and
metaphors with moremainstream
contemporary music* This show
University of Maine,Grono
A monoprint exhibit on will be on Sat,, Nov. 10, at 8:30
miniature landscapes by Wendy p.m.at the Morrell Gymnasium at
iMarJkis op diSplayat their Museu m Bowdoin College. Admission is
of Art until Friday*, For more $10. Contact Cindy Wonson at
information, call Lisa Park at 581- 725-3201for more details.
&/J3ZI *.

Tonight, The Colby College
Wind Ensemble, d irected by
Christopher White willbe playing
worksby Hoist,Tschenekof£ Dello
Joio,Khns&y-Korso'kQV-and others
at 8 p.m.in Lorimer Chapel,

Outing Club Cabin. Only 10
miles away from Mayflower Hill
Is a beautifiil lake-frontspot that is
yours to take advantageof. Just
pickup a map at the Outing Club
case in the Student Center.

The latest offering from the
Biologicy Film festival will be A
Thousand Million Million Ants,
ft will be shown on Monday at 7
The Portland Stage Company p.m. in the Audiovisual Viewing
Room in the basement of Miller
will be putting on. the production
Loot by Joe Ortqn from Oct. 30 Library* Free,
through Nov. 18. h is a wild satire
Fleetwood Mac wil l be
"exposing the ignorance and
performing in Portland on its
brutalitythatlurkbehindthefacade
Nov,
of sociai respectability/' Maurice "Behind the Mask" Tour on
sthelasttourthat
Charrney, distinguished Professor 11at 7:30p.m. It'
oi .English, at Rutgers University, will include Stevle Nicks and
Christine McVie, and one never
and author of the book, Joe Orton,
knows
if the band will continue.
will be on hand to lend hisinsights
This
could
be your last chance.
into the production. Call the box
The
show
is
at the Cumberland
office at 774-0465.
C
ivic
C
enter,onSpringSt.
County
,
On Nov.9 and 10, the classic All seats reserved. Tickets $21
MolierecomedyTheMisanthrope, Call 1-800-382-8080to chargeyour
will be performed , under the tickets.
direction of Martin Andrucki ,
AC/DC,ridinghighonthecrest
professor of theaterat Bates. This
willbe presentedat BatesCollege's of its "Razor's Edge" tour, will be
Schaeffer Theatre at 8 p.m. For performing in Portland on
Tuesday, November 13, at 7:30
advance reservations*cali786-6161?
p.m. Tickets areSl8,50 in ad vance
and
S19.50 the day of the show. A
' On N ov. 13, the Colby
show
all you metalheads can't
Collegium Musicum Will be
miss.
Call
1-800-382-8080for more
performing"Music At Venice."The
focus will be on Venetian musk information,
fro m thesixteenthtotheeighteenth
centuries. It will take place in the
Lorimer Chapel at 3 p*m>

Edie Brfcfcell and the New
Bohemians wj U be performing at
COLBY! The opening act is Aztec
Camera, The show willbe on Nov.
'
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1I ENORMOUS
VISCERAL POWER
with a performance by Tom Cruise Dial defines everything that Is best about
B
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the movie. Watching (lie evolution of Ills Ron Kovic is both liamraing
and Insplrlng /Born on the Fourth of J uly ' connects the war of arms abroad
with tlie war of conscienceat home."
- %W_I Cubj, K» \(m% TO—

••**(HIGHEST RATING)
"ONE OF THE BEST MOVIES OF HIE YEAR.

'Born on Die Fourth of J uly' is one of those films Out steps correctly in Ihe
opening moments and then never steps wrongly. '
- larr dm, aflcuo unnias
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taucn, So disinterested^

bte

Sheprobablydoesn't know that
theelection,imgh t affect her right to
abortion,her ability to afford health
care, the amount of her Future
earni ngs that will be taxed, and wha t
amount of those taxes will be
availablefor social programsshould
sherteedthem. Unlike thestudents
at Colby, she didn 't have the
opportunity to voteon these issues.
While lobbying for her
candidate, this little girl mana ged
to fit in a couple of super mudslides down the grassy hill over the
soccer field. According to her mom,
t h e biggest issue of the day would
be a mandatory appearance in the
family bathtubr at the end of the
day's lobbying.
As I loft the field , I heard her
loudiy protesting what was to be
the second washing of the day. She
may not have been successful in
avoidin g the second dousi ng, but
she was more dedicated to having

Continuedf rom p a g e9

knowledgeof thefaih'ngMaine
economy,or the fact that most of
the parents observing her efforts
believe that, regardles s of t he
election, rhey will be financially
worse off a year from now.
Shedoesn't realizethat a whole
campus full of "feiformcd/'
"educated/' potential voters live
just a few miles from her home.
For many of those individ uals, the
elections were nothin g more than
a casual discussion. Fewwill have
senthomeabsenteeballotstoaffect
their state elections. Even fewer
will haveactuallygonato the polls
here in Waterville to voice their
concernsr interests., and opinions
and helped determine our future
»-»¦/ ¦* W+ ' J ^ N' Vl. -.vI f.Srvct *-»•*«-V\ -*.v-».' .-;- .%_. Wry. '/M't/H -i'*^
*_• V-'l a k.1 -.V-t A -_-(-_ _ *\_ * -__JL _ fc-'v uflLV/ UiU.ll k.

know that it was so easy to be a
college student and be so out of
!
i
i

I

!

l
I
'
i

voi ce hfcard than Our
habitually inactive student body;
Maybe I've been' in a cultural
rut for the last few weeks. Maybe
Km missing some of the super charged "issues" tha t are
rocketing across Mayflower Hilh
Maybe I've unintentionally
ignored pro-choice lobbying on
campus, or forgotten to attend an
informativelecture.Or,maybel'm
like so many students at Colby
who always feel strongly, but
never fcol strongly enough to do
something.
What l doknow is that I meta
fa scinating young woman the
othe r day at the youth soccer
games. She was the first real
individual I've encountered in a
lon g time* She was politicall y
active and a nonconformist;not a
bad thing to beat eight yearsold.
I wish everyone on this campus
could be eight againO

'

"

i

her J

,

Vanity

cover ed with Mount a in Dew, as
you miss your gl ass com pletel y.
The worst, however, is when
your eye shifts focus in the mirror
from your winning smile to the
mocking smiles of waving friends
behind you wh o've caught you in
the act of admiration.
The self-concerned individual
can bea very creativecreature when
it comes to locating a reflective surface. Unassuming parking lots can
be transformed from even lines of
compacts, sedans, and gunboa ts
into rows of mirrors. Feeling the
surge of arrogant bliss,experienced
admirers bl az e their tr ail throu gh
the vehicular maze, searching for
va ca nt spa ces which will th em hi m
to stand back and behold them-

casional car donning tinted windows, perfect for detecting the unzipped fly.
Laden with windows and mirrors of various - shapes and sizes/
our campus has become the device
through which we can live out our
fantasies of conceit.
Passing under the Student Center archway, don't forget that stud ent s in th e fi shb owls b ust the frequent stocking-strai ghtener and
wedge-picker.
The crucial thing to remember
is that everyone at one time or another has been guilty of doubletaking in front of classroom windows, mirrored walls, or even the
lenses of a friend' s sunglasses. If
anyone can honestl y say that
they've never looked at themselves
in the di n in g h all mirrors, the y're
trul y removed from the self-curios-

swagon Golf. If they're especially
lucky, they'll stumble across the oc-

amazing salad. Q

Continued from p age 9
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ity «uu admiration so common at
Colby, and they probably m a ke an

COLBY IN SALAMANCA , SPAIN

COLBV IN CfiEN, FRANCE

SPEND A YEAR OF YOUR LIFE TOTALLY
SUBMERGED IN THE SPANISH CULTURE OF
SALAMANCA , LIVING WITH A FAMILY OR WITH
STUDENTS.
SPANISH
OTHER
TRULY, A ONCE-IN-A-LIFETIME EXPERIENCE.

SPEND H VEflR RBRORD IN NORTHERN FRRNCE:
LIUING , BREATHING , RND (EUERV ONCE IN R
WHILE ) STUDYING IN FRENCH
CULTURE.
THIS IS RN 0PP0RTUNITV OF LUHICH VOU
SHOULD
TRKE
FULL
RDURNTRGE.

APPLICATION DEADLINE: DECEMBER

15

APPLICATION

FIND OUT MORE!
OFF-CAMPUS STUDY OFFICE,
THE
COME TO
ROOM 009,MILLER LIBRARY
OPEN MON.-FRI., 1-5 P.M.
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DEADLINE:

DECEMBER 1

FIND OUT MORES
COME TO THE OFF-CAMPUS STUDY OFFICE ,
ROOM 009 ,MILLER LIBRRRV
OPEN MON.-FRI., 1-5 P.M.
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November 7- Harves t Buffet Dinner

Ki\j

I

November 14- Colby Bakery Holiday Showcase:
Featuring the Special Holiday Offe rings available
for ordering fro m the Colby Bakery Ext. 3436

|

November 28- Soup Kettle Bar (Lunch) :

IS

Featuring four flavorful soups and a variety
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I Nov.1- Homemade Bread

(Dinner) :
10
different breads, 3 kinds of rolls and a variety of

I
I

Nov. 8.- Hot Italians (Lunch) : Featuring Meatballs &
(Dinner)
, and all the necessities for a
Sauce, Sausage & Peppers
Featuring
:
Whole Roast
Nov. 13- Fall Bounty
(. Turkeys , carved to order with all the fixings.
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Womens rugby undefeated and imscored upon
By Marci Swartz

STAFF WRITER

The Colby women 's rugby team
won their final game of the season
on Saturday against St. Anselms.
The shut out victory contributed to
the team's undefeated and unscored
upon record.
The tries were scored by Beth
Curran '93 , Michele Friel '91,
Margaret Mauran '92, and two by
Ann Varanese '92. Kristin Ellinger
'93 and Caroline O'Malley '91
kicked for the extra points.
"We dominated the whole
f ^ \A xt.r.y \.r\,,~-.„ S < J . TAr.
-.
o--.^-.^
U U l i l U," .304114 JLJ\ ~kIl v ^ U t l U l l 'aq
I I V.
especially
well
in
the
first
layed
p
_¦

Women's rug by on the mom

'

half. In the second half we kind of
fell apart because we were up by so
much and started doggin'it, but we
came back toward the end. "
Much of the team's success can
be
attributed
to
Chuck
McCormick's coaching, according
to Liz Helft '91. "Due to his hard
work, time, and effort, we played
the way we played," she said.
"We have a strong, experienced
team full of veterans and our game
Saturday showed it. We have a lot
of seniors graduating from the A
team, but next year's team should
be strong, too, since we have a great
d^s ^ o ^ c\ r"*'~* ri or ic r * * r * Am*
underclassmen," said Helft. ?

Photo by Tara Taupier

I-PLAY game of the week: Boot 28 - Sideliners 0
By Elliott Barry

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
The championship game of the
open I-PLAY football league was
held on Sunday where the
undefeated Boot team took on the
Sideliners who were 10-2. Boot
dominated from the start and took
the game 28-0.
Boot jumped out to an early lead,
scoring two touchdowns in the first
quarter. Quarterback Todd
O'Connor '91 led the team, passing
for one touchdown and running for
another. O'Connor completed a 50
yard toss, and then added a 30 yard
run for bpth scores. Boot made their
first extra point attempt on an
O'Connor pass, but the second
attempt failed.
The Sideliners proved to be
worthy opponents by holding Boot
from further damage until the final
two minutes of the game. Boot then
managed two late touchdowns
increasing their lead and putting
the game out of reach for the
Sideliners. Boot ended the season
in celebration.
Both teams had tough games
before thechampionshipgame.The

Sideliners upset the McDLTs with
crushing defense. Chris Tosi '92
completed a fourth down and ten
play to wide receiver Bruce Reed
'92 to give the Sideliners a 6-2 lead
late in the fourth quarter. The
McDLTs could not manage a first
down all day against the tenacious
defense of the Sideliners, and only
scored on a safety, early in the first
quarter.
Boot defeated the Felchers in
their semi-final game to reach the
final game on Sunday. The final
score was 18-12.The Felchersscored
with less than a minute remaining
to narrow the lead to a touchdown.
They never got the ball back.

Field Hockey

In field hockey Su n d ay, action
was overshadowed by the ECAC
soccer playoff game at Colby. Three
of the four games were cancelled
for different reasons. The one game
saw Mary Low trounce the Heights
13-2. Mary Low was led by Chris
Benecchi '93 who compiled 5 goals
and 3 assists in the game. Also
contributing was Chris Reinhert '93
who had 6 goals and an assist, and
Amy Partridge '93 who added a
goal. Both teams can look ahead to
the playoffs in the coming weeks. ?

Harriers

Team Boot: 1990 1-PLAY Football Champions

Critical Point

Continued f rom page 16

By Amy Vreeland

ASST SPORTS EDITOR

the top finishers.
Aitken feels it is quite possible
for Severance to qualify for the
Nationals, but she is also "looking
forward to... seeing what they can
do as a team." Q

I guess it'sa good thing I'm not
somo alumni returning to find my
name because I don't know if I'd
have tho throe boors necessary to
decipher tho pandemonium found
in our trophy cases. If they aren't
cowing up each other then thoy
Thte moan*that \willhavoto atotihcd orunovenly spacod.Basic
spend more time in the chaos,
ficldhou so. And moro time
Opinions Editor Chip Smith
walking past our trophy' &m* reminded us a few weeks a go of the
I'll get to scrollby and glimpse at Importance of tradition and school
the retired Jursoy Of some /tt.4 pride at Colby , Our trophy cases
who remains nameless because don't seem like a bad place to start
the identification card is coveted t o get thafcspftrkon Mayflower Hill ,
by tho Marjorto Bitbor ft word , K Tradi tion omorges from our h tetory
won't get to Soo which gOndfcr and Colby hat! had a solid athletic
won tho 1087 NESCAC Cross history.Tho sheer volume of goods
CouMy Champs because there contain ed behind the glass down
could b<* rt "Wo*' hiding undo? to *should ahow n» tha t,
tho baseball p laquO that hmnri
Wo wasa the Jf>iv7 III Wockoy
agninsfc iky them is a third <iward Champa in \%6,the £CACttaseball
back thoro too but ono can only Champ? in X97&,and ho vo tho actoa I
j$ttw what It could bo, ,..
footballs to prow out CM

The fall Sports season is
coming to a close and theoutsido
evGntsofsocccr,football,andfi eld
boctoy arc being oxebaugod for
the indoor winter spOrrs of
swimming, basketball, squash,
and ice hockey.

Union

Continued front pag e 9

for next weekend.
The College is going through a
v ery t o ug h phase r i ght now.
Basically, the entire social structure
of the school is falling apart. For the
past ten years, the ad minis t ration
foug ht a war against fraternities.
Frats were abol i shed to mak e
room f or t he beloved Commons
System, which, as a result of t he
recent alcohol policy contraversy
has begun to collapse. We lack a
Student Union and related services.
The Student Center no longer
serves as a bridge between the
different sides of campus. There is

Plioto by Sarah Pold

l itt le un it y on campus, and the

problcmisgctting bigger each week.
Wo lack a student union. The
St u d ent Center mus t b e t urne d i nto
a Stu de nt Union , or one must b e
established separately. Q

championships in 19$8-J$, The
awards keep rolling in and there
If) nowhem for thorn to go.

Those casosshould say "Hoy
- we aro proud of what wo have,
of our history, and of Colby
it$ cl_ " But, instead , they show
visitors how uTuvpprociative we
arc of the sWcatand hard work
that earned those championship
cups.
Colby has tho funds to create
trophy cases Worthwhile of tho
trophies within thotru Dick
Whitmore 4ays ho has plan* in

tho works but ho can't #ive any

definite answers* And you can
hot that with basketball season
hero, thosecaseswon^ begetting
f \mpriority,
f can't %Uro Out vyhere ho's
going to put that next basketball
trophy, Mayboho can just lean it
an topof thoonofrom lastyoar, D

Devas t a t or
of the Week

SCOREBOARD

This week's Devastator is Pat Reed 91 of the
undefeated Colby White Mule soccer team. Reed gets
this honor for netting an unbelievable winning goal
against the beloved Bowdoin Polar Bears. Standing
about 20 yards out,Reed dribbled the ball for a second,
and then fired. The ball spun past the diving Bowdoin
goalie for Reed's first goal of the year. The goal put the
Mules up to stay 2-1.Today,the Mules face the Ephmen
of Williams in the semifinals of the ECAC tournament at
lp.m. Hats off to Reed for being this week's Devastator.
fk*.!-_ _,__
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Sports Shorts
In MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
last weekend, Colby senior Kent
Thompson outdistanced the field
of 166runners to winthe!990ECAC
Division III Cross Country
Championships, hosted by Tufts
Universityon Saturday.Thompson
covered the hilly five milecourse in
26:16. He,along with fellow seniors
Dave Donnelly and Marc
Gilbertson, will lead the number
two ranked harriers against
perennial champions Brandeis in
the New England Division III
Championships on Nov.10at North
Dartmouth, MA.
The MEN'S SOCCER team
defeated Bowdoin 2-1 in the first
round of the ECAC championships
to improve their record to 13-0-2.
Doug Oppenheimer '92 scored the
first goal assisted by Chris Flint '92
and Eric Russman '91. Pat Reed '91
scored from about 20 yards away
with about 13:44 left to go in the
game to give the Mules the victory.
The Mules play Williams today at 1
p.m. in the second round of the
tournament. Williams defeated
Tufts on Sunday 1-0.
The FOOTBALL team won its

second strai ght game Saturday,
defeating Middlebury 20-17. The
Mules need to beat Bowdoin (who
lost to Bates) on Saturday to claim
the CBB title for the third straight
year. Jim Dionizio '92 went 10 for
20 with 222 yardswhile Len Baker
'93 rushed for 123 yards on 22
carries with two touchdowns. The
defense came up'big again as they
blocked a punt and had two
interceptions.
In
WOMEN'S
CROSS
COUNTRY,the lady Harriers took
third place in the ECACs on
Saturday. On a slow and muddy
course,Michelle Severence '94 was
able to take first for Colby and
fourth overall with a time of 20:00.
As a team, they scored 171 points,
ahead of both Bowdoin (172) and
Bates (182).
In TENNIS the First Annual
Mixed Doubles Tournament was
held on Saturday, sponsored by the
men's tennis team. Each team was
charged a $10 entry fee which went
toward tennis balls, food, and the
cash prizes. The team of Lisa Black
'92 and Charlie Allen '91 came up
winners after a day-long event.The

men's team hopes to hold another
tournament in the spring and
maybe one during Jan-Plan. This
fall's event attracted 46. Q
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Colby celebrates a victory over Bowdoin at Saturday 's ECAC tournament
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THEOFF-CAMPUS STUDYOFFICE ANNOUNCES...

"STUDY IN BRITIAN" NIGHT
MONDAY,NOVEMBER 12 7:00 P.M.
LOVEJOY 215

STUDENTS(ESPECIALLY SOPHOMORES) INTERESTED IN STUDYING IN
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SHOULD COME TO LEARN ABOUT
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...AND DID IMENTION THE REFRESHMENTS???
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Reed lift s Mules past 'Bowdoin
By Paul Argiro
SPORTS EDITOR
The men's soccer team
:ontinued its winning ways on
Sunday by defeating the Bowdoin
Polar Bears 2-1 in the first round of
the ECAC tournament. The victory
increased Colby's record to 13-0-2
while Bowdoin dropped to 8-6-1
and dropped out of the tournament.
"I like the spirit of the game/'
said Coach Mark Serdjenian. "I like
the rivalry between these two teams.
It's really nice to win it."
In the early stages of the game,
each team was just a little nervous
as neither could get muchof athreat
going. Bowdoin was the first to put
pressure on as they earned four
corner kicks before Colby could get
their first. But the Bears could not
convert on these opportunities.
The Mules stepped up the
defense;, kept the ball out of their
zone and continued to create
chances. And with 29:28 to go in the
first half, they capitalized.
After the ball went out on the
right side line, Pat Reed '91 threw it
in. Chris Flint '92 was there for the
pass as he headed it to Co-captain
Eric Russman '91. Russman then
saw Doug Oppenheimer '92, w ith
only one man to beat, heading to Brian Wiercinski '92 fights f or a header in Sunday 's ECAC tournament against Bowdoin.
the left post. Oppenheimer took
took a pass from Rod Corey '93 and
Russman's pass and nailed the top f ullback,took a pass on the left side the second half.
The second half belonged to sailed the ball j us t above the net;
left corner of the goal. Colby 1 and blasted it past a diving Jim
Condron '92 who ended the day Colby from the start. Bowdoin, out and Flint headed one that went
Bowdoin 0.
But the Polar Bears are not a with three saves. The goal tied the of confusion, started the half with about sixinches above the crossbar.
Finally, the Mule's hard work
team to lie down and accept defeat, game 1-1and fans everywhere were only nine players on the field. The
Mules
continued
to
press
Bowdoin,
paid
off. Brian Wiercinski '92
as they proved two weeks ago when whispering "Oh, no not again."
knocked
the ball back in front of the
creating
many
scoring
chances.
From that point on, both teams
they took this Mule team into two
overtimes before succumbing.After traded play in each other's ends. Russman, from about 40 yards net wherea Bowdoin player headed
seven minutes, Bowdoin was able Frustration builtasboth teams went away, floated one that wound up it to Reed, who was standing j ust
back and forth without gaining an hitting the crossbar; Pat Skulley '94 outside the 18 yard line.
to tie the game.
Lance Conrad , Bowdoin edge. The score remained tied until

Football upsets Middlebury, 20-17
something previously thought
missing-anoffense thatcould drive
when it needed to. And they found
After their first five games, the a passing game.
Austin had been p latooning
Mules found themselves 0-5 and
desperately needing something to quarterbacks James Dionizio '92
turn the team around. Now the and Rob Ward '93 with minimal
Mules are laughing at early season success. In the past two games they
doubters. Suddenly, Colby is in a had combined for less than 300
position to do what Coach Tom yards, two interceptions; and no
Austin has asserted his team could TD's. Dionizio played the entire
game against the Panthers and was
do all along - defend the CBB.
After beating Bates the previous brilliant,goingl0of20 for222 yards.
The Mule offensive line gave
week, Colby scored an impressive
road win over Middlebury, 20-17. Dionizio excellent protection. This
Bowdoin's five point loss to Bates allowed him time to hit receivers
on Saturday put the Mules on the deep. Dionizio took advantage,
verge of winning their third connecting with five different
receiversand had seven passes over
consecutive CBB title.
A Mule win against Bowdoin 15 yards.
"We got the passing game going
on Saturday would give them the
things,"said Austin.
by
simplifying
title, while a loss would leave a
were asking our
"I
think
wc
three way tic.
receivers
to
do
too much before.
"Wc are very excited ," said
Coach Tom Austin. "We've worked Today we focused on certain plays
hard all season long. The boys arc and tho. line gave excellent
finally getting something for their protection."
Lcn Baker '92 gained 123 yards
work. To win a third title would be
on
22 carries, bringing his season
a great accomplishment."
At Middlebury tho Mules found total to 476 yards. It was Baker's

By Kebba Tolbert
STAFF WRITER

fourth 100-yard game. After scoring
in the third qu arter, the six foot, 205
lb. sophomore came throu gh with
his second touchdown.
Baker's second TD, a 28 yard
run aided by a key block by Steve
Hatch '93, was the game winner. It
brought Colby back from a four
point deficit with less than five
minutes left in the game.
The Mule defense continued to
do well, coming up with a blocked
punt and two interceptions. The
Colby defense saved the game late
in the fourth quarter when it held
Middlebury to a field goal a fter they
had first and goal on the Colby two
yard line. The defensive backs
contained the Panther receivers to
50 yards.
The momentum from two
consecutive wins coupled with a
new passing game and continued
superb play by Baker should spark
the Mules to their third consecutive
win against thePolar Bears, and the
coveted CBB.
The game will take place
Saturday at Bowdoin. Kickoff is at
lp.m. ?
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Reed took a step to his right,
realized no one was going to
challenge him, and took a shot from
about 20 yards away. When theball
found its way in, cheers erupted.
"It was a perfect set-up," said
Serdjenian. "He just blasted it in.
I'm just glad he shot itbecause most
guys won't shoot that. It was just a
great goal. ?

Harriers t ake thir d in E CACs
Middlebury with105;Colbywith
171;Williams andBowdoi n both
STAFF WRITER ,
with 172; Bates with 182; and
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The women's cros$ country U$M with 194 , Twenty^two
team placed third in tho ECAC teams competed altogether,, but
championships this weekend, tho eight did not participate .in the
best showing
since Coach Debbie team races becau.se they did not
y
Aitkcn $$ccond year hero in 1986* hav efallte arn$.
Coupon Hallack '91 r an a
M ichelle Severance '94 was
Colby 's first runner to complete "tremendous race," finishing
the courso, coming in fourth second for Colby, and 32nd
overall with a timoof 20;Q0, Tracy overall, Hallack moved up from
Nichols from Vassar won tho race the sixth or seventh spotv to the
num b er. two runner. Polly
in 19:43.
Sheridan
'92 p laced 41st ,
The record fci me for this cou rso
i$ 1&10, nvuch fatfor than thfi followed imrnodiatelybyjttuu for
winning time. Aitken explained Hartshorn '94< Christine Messier
that everyone was running slower '94 fiuishocl to Ui« 78(h pOsUk.n,
than expected because of the arid Theresa Sullivan '9'{came in
unseasonably hi&h temperatures, at Mmbar #9,
The GCAC champioaslup is
and the extremely muddy 5000+
meter course* Consistently, the largest of the year/ next lo the
runners ran about a minute to a New England Division Ill' s,
minutc *and-a-ha)f slower thii n tyb ich Will beheld next weekend,
usual But Aitken was pleased this meet is a national qualifier,
and Aitken predicts it will be a
with her loam's results.
"They ra n a » well as il wy cot iKI tough race, Ailken. said sliolopes
have undo? the c&ndiUW far hor team to place any vv hero
Aitken saict "ft was nice to bo able between fourth and eighth. She
to como backand come out ahead named Williams, Smith ,
Bowdoin, and Middlebury lo be
of Bates,"
Ithncit won the championship
H arr iers ciwiinitttl onp ige 14
wi th .18 points, fallowed by
By Christine Dash

